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The Aesthetic Brain How We
Dynamics of brain networks in the aesthetic appreciation
Dynamics of brain networks in the aesthetic appreciation Camilo J Cela-Condea,1, Juan García-Prietob, José J Ramascoc, Claudio R Mirassoc, Ricardo
Bajob, Enric Munara, Albert Flexasa, Francisco del-Pozo b, and Fernando Maestú aEvocog Group, Instituto de Física Interdisciplinar y Sistemas
Complejos (IFISC), Universidad de las Islas Baleares y Consejo Superior de Investigaciones
Naturalizing aesthetics: Brain areas for aesthetic ...
Naturalizing aesthetics: Brain areas for aesthetic appraisal across sensory modalities Steven Brown a,⁎, Xiaoqing Gao a, Loren Tisdelle b, Simon B
Eickhoff c,d,e, Mario Liotti b a Department of Psychology, Neuroscience & Behaviour, McMaster University, Hamilton, ON, Canada b Department of
Psychology, Simon Fraser University, Burnaby, BC, Canada c Department of Psychiatry, Psychotherapy and
Art, Aesthetics, and the Brain
197 Lateralized and bilateral brain activation with EEG and fMRI 379 198 Painted portraits: lateralization of the face in art and viewers’ aesthetic
reactions 380 199 Conclusion 381 Section 6 The evolution of art, aesthetics, and the brain 20 Towards a comparative approach to empirical
aesthetics 385
The brain’s specialized systems for aesthetic and ...
We recorded brain activity when 21 subjects judged the beauty (aesthetic or affective judgment) and brightness (perceptual or cogni-tive judgment)
of simultaneously presented paintings Aesthetic judgments engaged medial and lateral subdivisions of the orbitofronthe-aesthetic-brain-how-we-evolved-to-desire-beauty-and-enjoy-art
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Aesthetic preference for art emerges from a weighted ...
Aesthetic preference for art emerges from a weighted integration over hierarchically structured visual features in the brain Kiyohito Iigaya * 1,
Sanghyun Yi1, Iman A Wahle , Koranis Tanwisuth , and John P O’Doherty†1 1Division of Humanities and Social Sciences, California Institute of
Technology, 1200 E California Blvd, Pasadena, CA 91125
Open access Original research A nationwide, population ...
background Children treated for brain tumour (hereafter termed paediatric brain tumour survivors (PBTS)) often need extra support in school
because of late-appearing side effects after their treatment We explored how this group of children perform in the five practical and aesthetic
(PRAEST) subjects: home and consumer studies, physical
The Psychologist
states in the brain Below, I enumerate a sample of 60 aesthetic effects for which the theory can account Aesthetic Effects Simple Strength Effects We
find a number of cases in which preference for simple stimuli can be related to activation of nodes or neurons in a monotonic fashion 1 Saturation of
colors holding hue and lightness conNeural Underpinnings of Aesthetic Experience: What Can We ...
aesthetic experience, which guide decisions related to the object (Chatterjee & Vartanian, 2014) What the Brain Finds Beautiful Neuroaesthetics
researchers found that certain visual elements are objectively more attractive and aesthetically pleasing to the human brain than others For example,
people
Activation of the prefrontal cortex in the human visual ...
account the aesthetic variable in the identification of the brain areas in charge of visual perception Therefore, the eventual implication of prefrontal
cortex in aesthetic perception deserves a more detailed study Using magnetoencephalography (MEG), we studied the lo-calization of brain areas
activated during the visual perception of
Buildings, Beauty, and the Brain: A Neuroscience of ...
Below, we discuss each of these systems in greater de-tail and consider the relative contribution of each to emergent aesthetic experiences of
architecture We also consider how these networks might respond differently to architecture than to visual art Key differences include the immersive
and multisensory nature of buildings and
The Science of Art - University of Toronto
The Science of Art A Neurological Theory of Aesthetic Experience We present a theory of human artistic experience and the neural mechanisms that
mediate it Any theory of art (or, indeed, any aspect of human nature) has to ideally have three components (a) The logic of art: whether there are
universal rules or principles; (b) The
DESIGNING AND ASSESSING AESTHETIC LEARNING …
we wear, how we live, travel, what we see and hear The products they create are thought of as a “second skin” – your shoes, coat, house, or car All
designers make decision based on similar aesthetic elements As teachers we can use these same elements to create engaging, inclusive,
environments that surround us and create a sense of place
Brain correlates of aesthetic judgment of beauty
Brain correlates of aesthetic judgment of beauty Thomas Jacobsen,a,* Ricarda I Schubotz,b Lea Ho¨fel,a and D Yves v Cramonb aBioCog-Cognitive
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and Biological Psychology, Institute of Psychology I, University of Leipzig, Seeburgstrasse 14-20, 04103 Leipzig, Germany bMax Planck Institute of
Human Cognitive and Brain Sciences, Department of Neurology, Leipzig, Germany
Towards the bio -personalization of music recommendation ...
Towards the bio -personalization of music recommendation systems: a single-sensor EEG biomarker of subjective music preference Dimitrios A
Adamos*1,3, Stavros I Dimitriadis2,3 and Nikolaos A Laskaris2,3 Asterisk indicates corresponding author 1School of Music Studies, Aristotle
University of Thessaloniki, 54124 Thessaloniki, Greece
Art and the Default Mode Network - Columbia University
book, The Aesthetic Brain) To move away from single areas and understand aesthetic response at a network level, Vessel has naturally latched onto
the rising wave of DMN studies, curious about how aesthetic response might interact with the autobiographical, background brain
Brain connectivity reflects human aesthetic responses to music
Brain connectivity reflects human aesthetic responses to music Matthew Sachs,1 Robert Ellis,2 Gottfried Schlaug,2 and Psyche Loui2,3 AQ1
1Department of Psychology, Harvard University, 2Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center and Harvard Medical AQ25 School, and 3Department of
Psychology and Program in Neuroscience and Behavior, Wesleyan University Correspondence should be addressed …
The Aesthetics of Reading
In this paper we demonstrate a new methodology that can be used to measure aesthetic differences by examining the cognitive effects produced by
elevated mood Specifically in this paper we examine the benefits of good typography and find that good typography induces a good mood
The Aesthetics and Psychology Behind Horror Films
brain when we watch a scary scene This chapter also introduces neurocinematics, which is an emerging field of scientists and filmmakers using fMRI
and EEG to read people’s brain activity while watching movie scenes Chapter 4, “Dark,” presents the negative consequences after watching a horror
film
Aesthetic Appreciation of the Natural Environment ...
sense When we confront the world, judgments of taste or beauty are some of the most fundamental reactions we have We all have an aesthetic
reaction to the environment around us, and there is a very real sense in which this reaction can motivate and guide an appreciation This reaction is
common in both the most seasoned naturalist and the most
: The Premier Undergraduate Neuroscience Journal 2015 ...
Page 1 of 7 Impulse: The Premier Undergraduate Neuroscience Journal 2015 ! Neuroaesthetics: An Introduction to Visual Art Thomas S McClure1
and Jessica A Siegel1 1The University of the South, Sewanee, Tennessee, USA, 37383 Neuroaesthetics is the study of how aesthetic perception,
production, judgment, appreciation, and
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